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Sappers

Battlefield Engineers have existed since the early 17th 
century on Earth, and have filled various roles since 
that time, usually preparing and upgrading defences 
for protracted sieges. Modern mobile warfare has 
rendered such set defences largely obsolescent, but 
battlefield engineering in other forms has never been 
more important. This is especially true for Resistance 
bands, where planned excavations, environmental 
traps and ingenious solutions to breakdowns and 
battle damage are high priorities. 

As if the effectiveness of Resistance units wasn’t 
testament enough to the skill of these men and women, 
their deadly work on the battlefield shows it beyond 
any doubt. Lacing roadways with devastating traps, 
blocking off avenues of escape and even toppling 

buildings onto enemies are just some of the weapons in their arsenals. Practical application varies from warzone 
to warzone, but a tried and tested method in urban environments is to set charges at week points, chock points 
and T-Junctions. Once in place, they detonate the cutting charges at opportune moments, sending enemy units 
down into crushing rock tunnels or excavated pits below.

In any environment where guerrilla tactics are important tools of war such engineering prowess is highly valuable. 
Even the most crazed feral bands give Sappers their due respect, and it is not uncommon for Resistance leaders 
to be drawn from Sapper units.

Transport (option 1): 1 x Battle Bus (2 units only). May share 1 x NT-Kraken with another Resistance Sapper 
Squad, Resistance Fighters Squad, Occupation Veterans Squad or Berserkers Squad, providing they are both 
mounted in Battle Buses.

Transport (option 2): 1 Jackson Halftrack (2 units only). May share 1 x AT-77 Lifthawk dropship with 2 additional 
Resistance Sapper Squad, Resistance Fighters Squad, Occupation Veterans Squad or Berserkers Squad, 
providing they are all mounted in Jackson Halftracks.

* Special Rule - Demo IED: This weapon may only target a Structure.

Resistance units

- Experimental Rules 1.0

WEAPONS E Sh Ac R(f) R(c) MF Arc Special

Trigger AT IED 11 1 3+ ∞ ∞ 0” F/S/R Alt-1, L-1

Trigger Demo IED* 10 1 2+ ∞ ∞ 0” F/S/R Alt-1, L-1, Demolisher-D3

Trigger Cluster IED 9 1 4+ ∞ ∞ 0” F/S/R Alt-1, L-1, Area-L

SAPPERS
A Mv CM DP Pts Type Category CQB F S+C Special

2 2” N/A 3 35 Infantry Exotic 0.5 2+ 2, B2B Subterrainian, Rare


